Weakly efficient points of a mapping F : S~y are characterized, where the feasible set S is given by infinitely many constraints, and Y is equipped with an arbitrary convex ordering. In the linear and in the convex case a necessary and sufficient condition is given, which needs no constraint qualification.
Introduction
Recently B.Brosowski [3] has given characterization theorems for weakly efficient points (sometimes called weak Pareto-points) of a mapping F : S -+ }Rm, if S, the feasible set, is described by infinitely many constraints, and if }Rm, the range space of the mapping F, is provided with its natural ordering. In what follows we extend these results to mappings into a linear topological space provided with an arbitrary convex ordering.
Also instead of differentiable mappings we consider mappings which admit convex approximants. Two types of conditions are considered. The first one, which concerns inconsistency of a system of strict inequalities, reduces, if F is scalar-valued, to a certain generalization of Kolmogorov's criterion which has been described in [6 , p. 163] and, for convex approximants, in [2] , [1 , p.291].
The second type of conditions involves Lagrange multipliers. Here passing from linear to convex approximants is made possible through the use of Helly's theorem. In each case the corresponding results of [3 ] can be obtained readily by specialization. We conclude with a necessary and sufficient condition which, contrary to [3] and to similar conditions found in the literature, does not need a constraint qualification.
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Preliminaries
Throughout this paper we make the following assumptions:
Y is a real linear topological space, y* its topological dual;
Pe Y is a convex cone wi th int P * VS I) ; P*: = {y*EY* I <y*,y> 2:0 YyEP} is the polar cone of P.
P will be used as an ordering cone in Y, i.e., we define for arbitrary Given the ordering cone P~n Y, a mapping F : C~Y, and a sub se t SeC, we consider the problem
O is a solution of (I) iff X O E Sand there is no xE S such that F(x) -F(x o ) < P 0; X O is then said to be a weakZy efficient point of F T is a topological space, C is a sub set of a real linear topological space (the latter two assumptions will be relaxed in the final section). The precise assumptions to be made on T,C,F and f will be different with each section and will be formulated as needed.
I) "int" denotes the topological interior of a set, "cl" the closure. tha t f ( t, x ) < 0 and 1 2 and F (x ) -F (x ) < P 0 q.e.d.
3.
The non-convex case
In this section we want to characterize a solution X O of (2) by the inconsistency of the system
We assume in this section that T is a compact set, 
T is a compact set; C is a convex set; <P ( .) is P-convex, 4)(t, 0)~s convex for all t E T; 4)( 0, x) is upper semicontinuous for all xE C;
for all E;EC there exist Landau-functions°1(.) Let nbw be xo E Sc We want to consider the analogue of (3) with fand F replaced by their convex approximants 4) and <P,~.e.,
As before, it follows for all ,I..
and hence 
i.e., they solve (6), a contradiction.
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The convex case
From now on we shall utilize the polar cone P*, defined in Section 2. The following lemma will be needed repeatedly;
it is similar to [4, Thm. 5.13].
Lemma2. Let S be any convex set and lets olves (7) w-eff {Hx),P I xE S} For the converse implication let X O solve (7) and set V := HS) _~(x o ) + P.
V is a nonvoid convex set, and, since X O solves (7) and P + int P = int P, one has Vn int(-P) = 0. Hence it follows from the weak separation theorem that there exists y* E y*, {O} such that { <O <y*,y>~o v y E -P,
The first inequality yields y* E P*. The second inequality yields then o <y*,~(x) -~(x ) >~sup <y*, y> = 0 Vx ES. yE-P q.e.d.
1£~: C~Y is P-convex and y* E P*, then the function <y*,~(.» is easily seen to be convex. We define 4l: C~Y to be P-lower semicontinuous iff <y*, 4l('» is lower. semicontinuous on C for all y* E P*.
In theremainder of this section we consider the problem (8) w-eff {Hx),P I xE C, ep(t,x)~0 V tE T}.
We assurne: T~s compact; In the following theorem solutions of (8) 
Since we may normalize
q.e.d. 
Let (9) hold. Then X O ES solves (11) if and only if
OE A*(P*' (O}) + conv cone (a(t) I tE T } 1£ Y = JRm P = p* = JRm this yields theorem 6.3 in [3 ] . The usefulness of (12) , +'
as a necessary condition for a solution of (11) is somewhat limited, since its validityrequires a constraint qualification, finite-dimensionality of the underlying space, and continuous dependence on t. In the next section we shall get rid of these limitations.
2) " conv cone" denotes the convex conical hull.
Elimination of the constraint qualification
In this section we want to characterize weakly efficient points 1n a more general setting and without need for a.constraint qualification. First we consider the linear case, 1.e.,
w-eff {Ax,P I xEX, <a(t)*,x>+b(t)~O VtET}, where we assume:
T is an arbitrary set;
X is a linear topological space; X*, its topological dual, is equipped with the weak*-topology;
A: X-+Y is a continuous linear mapping with A*: Y*-+X* its adjoint; a(t)* E X* and b(t) E 1R for all tE T.
Let us recall that, for BcX*, E;*is an element of the weak*-closure of B if and only if for all finite sub sets X cX and for all E > 0 there exis ts
x* E B such that S 15 the set of feasible solutions of (13).
<P
I<E;*,X> -<x*,x>I~E: VxEX. Proof. Let x O be a solution of (13); then, by lemma 2, there exists y* E p*" {O} such that the system In case r> 0 we obtain that Taking in to account that (x*, r) E r has a representation for 1L the set of all unit vectors e E lR (~=O,I ... ,n) we obtain in turn . . Theorems 4 and 5 improve upon previous results in [7 ] and [9] .
